
Revaluing Modern Architecture: The Changing
Conservation Culture
Modern architecture, with its sleek lines, innovative designs, and unique
materials, has become an integral part of our urban landscapes. While these
structures have often been met with criticism and controversy, there is a growing
movement to revalue and preserve them as important cultural artifacts.

In the past, modern architecture was often seen as cold, soulless, and lacking in
the craftsmanship and historical significance of classical structures. Many cities
around the world were quick to demolish or neglect these buildings in favor of
more traditional designs. However, as time has passed, our understanding and
appreciation for modern architecture have evolved.

The Birth of Modern Architecture

The late 19th and early 20th centuries saw a rapid transformation in architectural
styles. The rise of industrialization, new building materials, and technological
advancements paved the way for a departure from the ornate and elaborate
designs of the past.
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Modern architecture embraced simplicity, functionality, and the use of new
materials like glass, concrete, and steel. Architects like Le Corbusier, Frank Lloyd
Wright, and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe revolutionized the field, creating
structures that were not only visually striking but also better suited to the needs of
a rapidly changing society.

The Stigma of Modern Architecture

Despite the innovations and forward-thinking nature of modern architecture, it
faced significant backlash and criticism. Many traditionalists viewed these
buildings as a threat to the heritage and historical identity of cities. The sleek lines
and minimalistic designs were often at odds with the ornate and intricate buildings
that came before.

As a result, many modernist buildings fell into disrepair or were demolished to
make way for more traditional structures. The loss of these architectural gems
was seen as inevitable, with few considering the potential cultural value they hold.

A Shift in Conservation Culture

In recent years, there has been a growing recognition that modern architecture
deserves to be valued and preserved. Instead of dismissing these buildings as
soulless and devoid of historical significance, many enthusiasts argue that they
represent an important era in our architectural heritage.

The International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) has played a
crucial role in spearheading this shift in conservation culture. They have
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recognized modern architecture as a significant part of our built environment and
have developed guidelines for its preservation.

Challenges in Preserving Modern Architecture

Preserving modern architecture comes with its own unique set of challenges.
Unlike older structures, materials like concrete and steel are more susceptible to
degradation. Additionally, the minimalist designs of many modernist buildings can
make it difficult to maintain and adapt them to the changing needs of society.

However, these challenges have not deterred preservation efforts. Architectural
firms, conservationists, and communities are finding innovative ways to ensure
the longevity of these structures. Adaptive reuse, where modern buildings are
repurposed for new functions, has become a popular approach.

Recognizing Modern Architecture’s Cultural Value

As the conservation culture shifts to embrace modern architecture, its cultural
value is being recognized and celebrated. Many buildings that were once slated
for demolition are now being repurposed and integrated into our urban fabric.

Public opinion is also changing, with a growing appreciation for the unique
designs and artistic vision of modern architects. These structures, once seen as
eyesores, are now becoming tourist attractions and important landmarks.

The revaluation of modern architecture and the changing conservation culture
around it represent a significant shift in how we perceive and appreciate our built
environment. By recognizing the historical and cultural value of these buildings,
we not only preserve our architectural heritage but also create a more inclusive
and diverse urban landscape.
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The conservation of our Modern architectural heritage is a subject of vehement
debate. When do buildings become old or significant enough to warrant special
heritage status and protection? Should Modern listed buildings be treated
differently from those of earlier periods? And what does all this mean for building
users and owners, who might be better served if their buildings were less
authentic, but more comfortable and usable?

Presenting a clear line of sight through these complex questions, this book
explores the conservation, regeneration and adaptive re-use of Modern
architecture. It provides a general grounding in the field, its recent history and
current development, including chapters on authenticity, charters, listing and
protection. Case studies drawing on the author’s extensive practical experience
offer valuable lessons learnt in the conservation of Modern heritage buildings.

Looking beyond the specialist field of ‘elite’ heritage, Revaluing Modern
Architecture also considers the changing culture of conservation for ‘sub-iconic’
buildings in relation to de-carbonisation and the climate emergency. It suggests
how revaluing the vast legacy of modern architecture can help to promote a more
sustainable future.
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Features leading conservation projects, such as the celebrated Penguin Pool
at London Zoo, Finsbury Health Centre by Lubetkin & Tecton and Wells
Coates’ Isokon (Lawn Road) Flats, as well as previously unpublished
projects.

Analyses key Modern conservation controversies of recent years

Illustrated with over 160 photos and drawings.

An essential primer for architectural students and practitioners, academics,
those employed in conservation and planning, property owners, developers,
surveyors and building managers.
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